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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Dr Annabel Phillips
Senior Assistano Editor
BMC-series Journals
e-mail: editorial@biomedcentral.com
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7631 9923

Objective: MS 2301354441184524 - Prenatal diagnosis of a rare form of congenital mid-ureteral stricture: a case report and literature revisited.

Dear Dr Annabel Phillips

Please find enclosed the "core-preaccept version" of the manuscript in agreement with a copy-editing process.

I have made the following changes:

Abstract in submission system in agreement with that of the manuscript
Deletion of tracking lines
Deletion of titles in figures
Deletion of contributions section in title page.

Do not hesitate to contact me for any question or problem.

Thank you for your assistance.

Best regards.

Marco Zaffanello